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Editorial
by Haneen Saleem

Reality TV is Saving Society
Hello friends, foes, and all your
toes. The world has gone to absolute
shit. Now that we’re all depressed and
in despair, no hope for the future of
our planet let alone ourselves, we have
lost the ignorance that once brought
us peace. That lack of self awareness
once allowed us to enjoy life to its
ends, but now that we’ve all been
plagued by mental illness we will
never know such simple pleasures.
I can no longer go for a walk in fear
of getting COVID or having to battle
the revival of my Social Anxiety™
due to lockdown keeping me isolated
and unable to practice coping skills in
social settings. What more can we do
during these sad, pitiful times, then
to reflect on the luxuries we once
took for granted and project our own
insecurities onto reality stars living
their best lives?
Watching reality television is like
watching children grow; you watch
them do all these silly stupid things
and while part of you thinks they
should know better they also are still
figuring out the concept of object
permanence so honestly you wouldn’t
really put it past them. I truly wonder
what corners and crevices of the
earth these producers go to in order
to find Reality show casts. Watching

some of these characters just ~exist~
is enough incentive for me to love
myself a little more because at least I
can agree that while everything in my
life crumbles, the privileged upper
class with everything did not receive
more than 3 brain cells
You may be thinking, Haneen,
I think you’re just mad at the rich
and jealous of the lives of luxury
and privilege they live while doing
0 amount of work and my first gen
immigrant ass would agree tyvm it
really don’t be fair but also I once
watched an episode of KUWTK
where Khloe and Scott dressed up
as a cat and sheik respectfully (not
really on scott’s part tho…) and
Khloe posted a selfie to instagram
with the caption “Sheik Pussy” and
when the entire internet called them
out and commented being like “hey
this is fucked up” they were fully
STUNNED and CONFUSED why
for a couple hours. See! Did you not
laugh a little reading that? Isn’t it
funny to you that someone can be so
stupid?
So this takes up back around
to the point, Reality TV is Saving
Society! Through watching these
shows, not only are we consistently
subjecting ourselves to second hand

embarrassment thus continuing to
teach ourselves what NOT to do in
social situations, but also brings a
laugh and smile to the face. While
laughing at their flaws you forget
your own for a second and are able to
feel that peace you once felt before all
of this, back when the world and your
psyche were a better place. Positive
punishment through a comedic and
time-consuming outlet? A way for
me to completely allow myself to
comfortably dissociate through this
high paced life? Sign me the fuck up.
In this Covid world there’s nothing
better than being bitter and petty and
sad and angry and hate watching
Love Island until I forget about the
ongoing pandemic. I forget about
masks. I forget about vaccines. I forget
about Deferred exams. I forget about
being 2 weeks behind in school. I
forget about my dead vape. I forget
all, and I laugh
This editorial is dedicated to KUWTK
for keeping me sane through these times.
It’s so good. Also dedicated to chels for
watching it all with me (3 times) (not
that I forced her or anything we just both
wanted to)

Editorial
by Jacob Bellini
The Future of Golden Words
Language is fluid and words’
meanings change over the course
of years. In years past satire meant
making a coy parody of happenings
or viewpoints, but over the years it
has achieved a completely new better
meaning. Golden Word’s definition of
satire has shifted focus to topics such
as poop, semen, urine, and especially
fetish smut. The glorious future of
this newspaper revolves around these
topics, and even after the students vote
the paper out of funding next year,
these articles will persist online, much
like Sisyphus, constantly pushing the
boulder of satire onwards through the
mountains of generations. Years from
now, I will return to the same expertly
crafted Golden Words website and in
place of parody of Queen’s events I
will read through the myriads of poop,
shit, piss, cum and fetish porn and a
smile will creep its way into my dark
sullen and old face, the first smile it
has seen since years gone by, and I, I
will be happy.
As I open the first article, foolishly
suspecting a piece on the dating life at
queens, I will be pranked and astonished
through an expertly crafted page long
article that somehow, through pure
genius combines cuck smut and poop
smut all at once. I, who expected to

find something tame, have been tricked
into reading lengthy details of cuckold
material, leaving me in a hysterical
laughter for a whole 9 point font, single
spaced newspaper page. As a fan of all
things funny, I love the thought that
someone would devote a whole section
to poop themed cuckold porn in place
of an article! Like who would expect it,
and it made me want to read onwards.
I expect that was the cream of the
crop, and decide to read on about a
simple advertisement for a jar, and I
was creamily surprised to find that the
advertisement, that I thought could
be a real ad (people want to advertise
here) or simply a wanted poster, was
an advertisement for selling, wait for
it, semen! The thought that someone
would sell their own seminal fluids
online through the lens of Queens’
most popular satire newspaper blew me
away. After holding back my laughter
for the next 15 minutes, I decided to
journey on to see how they could top it.
I found a piece that I thought
surely would discuss the topical
injustices against groups in a way that
would promote deeper thought and
compassion to these groups. I was
hilariously surprised that this piece
must have parodied that concept by,
get this, discussing the challenges of

those who pee themselves on a regular
basis in public! Peeing themselves!
Letting it leak! Titillating the thought
of the trickle! Wishing for a wizz!
Uplifting for urination! Even pondering
a peaceful piss. Like who could they
even be parodying in this! The satire is
so amazing and random that I cannot
fathom the thought of it surpassing
itself again.
Thankfully, I saved the best for
last - the editorials. This is where
the true genius shines. These people
have probably written the majority
of those same articles I’ve read and I
am incredibly excited to find out what
they are willing to publish under their
name directly. Surely they must be
proud of their work. The first one I
read was again about the difficulties of
controlling bodily functions. Pooping
their pants. And it was even written
like a true story, so I purpote, with my
thinking capsule on, that this is indeed
a true story. An adult. An adult, get
this, pooped themselves, as an adult.
Unthinkably funny. Lastly, the next
editorial was surprisingly boring and it
tried to be coy without even discussing
anything bodily function related.
Boring! We want poop! We want poop!
We want poop! We want poop! We want
poop!
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HELIOCENTRISTS BTFO
Top 5 Hardest Movie Scenes of the Past 20
Years

Having spent the last few weeks in lockdown, I’ve been thinking a lot
about the next time that I’ll be able to go to the theater to watch a movie. I’ve
found myself reminiscing on movies that matter to me, the scenes in those
movies that stand out, and what makes them so great. After a lot of thought,
I’ve realized what makes a great scene great, and that’s that it goes hard. I
could try and define the nebulous term of “hard”, but I think it would be
best demonstrated with a list of the certifiably hardest scenes of the past 20
years of cinema.
Shark Tale: Car Wash Scene
The Car Wash scene from Shark Tale exists as the cornerstone of hard
scenes in movies. Missy Elliot fish is singing with Christina Aguilera fish.
There’s a dance-off between a group of shrimps, a group of sharks, and a
group of fish. A shark is spray painted to be covered in flames. Will Smith
fish slides down a soapy whale like Fred Flinstone. In terms of animated
children’s films, it doesn’t get any harder than Shark Tale, and in terms of
Shark Tale, it doesn’t get any harder than this scene.
Spider-Man 3: Tobey Maguire Swings Around in the Venom Suit for
the First Time
Every time I watch this scene I get goosebumps because of how good
it is. Right off the bat, the scene starts by zooming out of Spider-Man’s
eyepiece, giving the audience its first full look of Spidey’s new outfit. The
suit made Parker swing out from his room while he was unconscious, a
hard concept in its own right, but instead of being confused or concerned,
Parker takes his new suit out for a spin. Immediately, you can see a change
in his demeanor. While he’s typically a reserved swinger, he’s going all out
here. He extends his fingers during his freefall as if he was pouncing on
someone, he displays such power in each swing, muscles rippling, falling
real low at the arc of each swing only to reach soaring heights at its end.
The music is blaring, Danny Elfman’s score really highlighting the hardness of the scene. Fuck yeah baby.
Tenet: The Scene When Tenet Shoots his Gun
Tenet, what a picture amiright? There’s a lot that can be said about
Christopher Nolan’s smash 2020 hit Tenet, and what I can say is that I’ve
definitely seen it. Nolan is known for his mind bending scenes and use of
complex theoretical plot devices, and oh boy Tenet I think has some of that.
And what about that one scene when main character Tenet grabs his gun
and shoots? Timeless, classic moment. Uhh, Tenet also runs while shooting? He’s most likely being shot at as well. Oh boy let me tell you, this
stuff’s the work of a genius.
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<SMARTEST
SUN CENTRED
SOLAR
SYSTEM
CONSPIRICIST
Space Jam: Michael Gets Turned into a Basketball
Now I know I’m bending the rules a bit here, but this is too hard of a
scene not to include in this list. During his stay in toonland, Michael Jordan
and the rest of the looney toon gang are confronted by the monstars who
try to intimidate them with their basketball playing prowess before the big
game. Michael, being the no-nonsense hero that he is, decided to stand up
to the monstars’ bullying, but what does this do but get Mike in trouble!
The orange monstar takes Mike, squishes him into the shape of a ball, and
the monstars start playing basketball with him! Mike doesn’t let this humiliation get to him though, because right after unfolding, he displays his
indomitable spirit by proudly telling the monstars that they’re making “a
big mistake”. You’d be hard pressed to think of anything as hard as that.
Furious 7: Vin Diesel Fucks his Car
In a landscape of sexless, emotion depraved blockbuster cinema,
it was a breath of fresh air to see a film where the filmmakers didn’t hold
back in depicting an intimate, sensuous relationship on screen. The connection Vin Diesel has with his car is as genuine as it gets. We the audience
feel every step, every emotion, every up and down in their relationship,
and to see that love blossom feels incredibly gratifying. Their romance is
one that will certainly be remembered throughout film history as a shining example of what an onscreen relationship can be, setting the bar astronomically high for years to come.

-Ratboy
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Elon Musk Unveils New Groundbreaking
Innovation: HyperMines

Elon Musk, prominent Queen’s dropout, has found yet another
groundbreaking innovation. Years before, he had the idea of putting
a smaller, less useful train in a tube; Hyperloop. Next he brained
up the idea of a car tunnel, but instead it had gamer lights. This one
achieved success in Las Vegas where they persuaded the meme city
for funding for his groundbreaking project. They had underground
electric cars transport rich people in circles by marginal distances,
but with RGB colour schemes. The cars had to, of course, be charged
unlike their inferior train counterparts that are powered by a rail.
Obviously it’s more eﬃcient to charge/discharge a battery rather
than direct power. It is a mystery why no private company or well
run city would fund this project.

With all of these successes, we are waiting at the edge of our
seats to see what Elon Musk’s next big idea is. Previously, he has
been critised for using child slavery for cobalt mining and getting
rich oﬀ an arpatheid emerald mine. Taking his past into regard
he has decided to do better with his new project: HyperMines.
These ones will have the child ‘engineers’ (not slaves) go down
to the hypertunnels (not pits) where they will use state of the art
technology to extract the cobalt under RGB lighting and send them
up in futuristic ‘pods’ (not buckets).
Musk is expected to completely revitalize the mining industry
and people on reddit are already sucking his hyper-cock till it cums
out creamy gamer colours for this wholesome100 achievement. Why
has no other mining company thought of this? Probably because
Elon Musk is so cool and smart and one day I’ll grow up just to be
like him!

-Most Intelligent Commerce Student
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Auction going way too far
I’ve seen a lot of things go up for auction, but nothing compares to this. Michael
Jordan’s worn underwear goes up for auction for $3,341. Underwear?! Worn?! For
that much? Dang I guess I’m getting all my boxers for a steal. I’m surprised it didn’t
go higher. Why would it? It’s only worn underwear with probably pee stains on it.
This auction didn’t just cross the line, they straight up obliterated it. My god, do
you have any idea what this does for auctions in the future? Disturbing is just out
the window now. The better question is how’d they even get a hold of used underwear? You’d have to be a creep to the point where you make the average creep look
like nothing. Because there’s no line you’re not willing to cross. Used underwear?
No biggie. Worn out socks? Nothing. Worn in shoes? I live to jerk off to the nasty
ass smell of people’s shoes. Tights? Pfff too easy. Used condoms? Oh my god who
do you think I am? How dare you? Why do you have some on you right now? Hey I
don’t set the rules, we’ve already established that this person has no boundaries, or
any sense of space really. But you know what’s even crazier? 19 people bid for that
same pair of used underwear! 19?! 19 people who don’t give a rat’s ass about even
thinking about what they’re asking for. I can already think of those rich ass people
trying to make up fantasies in their heads after winning MJ’s used underwear. But
there’s also another thing….You win it, but then what? How far is too far? Do you
wash them and probably destroy the one thing that made it valuable in the first
place? Do you hang them up and probably destroy whatever little clout you had
left? Do you wear them and probably still destroy what made it valuable in the first
place? Let’s choose the wearing it option. Okay yes! That’s gross! There I said it! But
it’s a good thing we’re talking hypothetically (I hope). Let’s say you wear it. How
are you going to flex that exactly? Because that’s probably the biggest question at
this point? Why else would you get MJ’s used underwear then? It’s definitely not to
feel “closer to him.” No. Duh. It’s so that whenever you see someone trying to flex
wearing jordan’s the next time, all you gotta do is strip down and show who’s the
real fan. But let’s take it a step further because why else would you still be reading
at this point? Say you show everyone and claim that you’re wearing Michael Jordan’s used underwear, and you just happen to be surrounded by die hard Jordan
fans. The ones who would straight up kill for even thinking about Lebron James
being the GOAT (I’m not for the debate let’s get that out of the way). What if they
all go crazy, and just start grabbing for your ass just to get that used underwear off
you and take it for themselves? Oh what? Too crazy? 19 people were willing to bid
for this shit, I’m certain they’re willing to go this far to get that used MJ underwear
that they missed out on.

-AI Bot

Hello Dr.(lastname),
I am writing to you concerning my (plural noun) this semester.

Taylor Swift Pioneers a New Age in Diss
Tracks

I have been struggling a lot with (verb ending in -ing) with the
(noun) and handing the (noun) in on time. I understand that (noun)

In the 1980s, ‘diss tracks’ became popular amongst artists who would
like to ‘diss’ each other, insulting them, or even bringing their self esteem
down, to what they claim would be a more manageable level. These feuds
between artists and celebrities would create a mutually beneficial effect
where the buzz is talked about on both sides.

are released at the start of the semester and therefore it is my

Diss tracks have evolved to be shittier and shittier as time goes on, peaking in terribleness with M&M’s album / diss track that was so forgettable
I cannot remember the name. What people don’t know is that there is a
future to this genre. Older diss tracks would have a stated target, and were
directly aggressive.

myself (verb ending in ing) behind the class. My mental health

Taylor Swift changed the game in this regard. While past ones owed
their fame to direct attacks, Taylor made hers entirely passive aggressive,
with just enough vagueness that everyone knew exactly what was going
on but she wouldn’t be responsible for the death threats sent to her targets.
In her newest diss-video she cast an old bearded man and a very recently former child actor to make out on screen for 10 whole minutes to
get across the age gap that she had with a similarly yucky bearded man. 10
minutes dedicated to watching a beloved child actor dry hump a disgusto
made all of us realize Taylor was right all along about her age gap relationships. Jake, 29, dating her, a 20 year old: a disgusting display. Conor, an 18
year old highschooler, dating her, a 22 year old? How could he do that to
her?
This introspection is the future of the dissing industry, and hopefully
we will see more super-star famous people dissing B-List reality stars in the
future who have no chance at defending themselves.

-T.Swizzle

responsibility and mine alone to complete the (noun), however, due
to my (something that happened to you recently) I have found

has only been (verb ending in ing) since the (noun) started, and
I have since reached out to (Queens Service) for help. I have
also reached out to (another Queen’s Service) for help with any
(plural noun) I may need and any (adjective) long term (plural
noun) I need. I was also wondering if there were any (plural noun)
outside the lectures, or any (unit of time) we could schedule in
order to (verb) on the (noun). I apologize for (verb ending in ing)
this email late and for any (plural noun). Let me (verb) what we
can (verb).
(Sign Off),
(name)
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and basically,
you are fucking stupid
The Standard Operations Manual for Bathroom
Products you can Fill with Water (SOMBPFW)
Being a student is expensive and students must do their best to save as much money
and cut as many costs as they possibly can.
The oldest trick in the book is reﬁlling your bottle of soap with a little bit of water to
get those last milliliters of precious, slimy scented goodness oﬀ the bottom.
But this trick can also be used for other bathroom products you may not have
thought of! Further, most people are unaware of the standard number of times a
bottle is allowed to be reﬁlled with water before its time to put some more soap in
there. Alas I present to you the Standard Operations Manual for Bathroom Products
you can Fill with Water (SOMBPFW).
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Anime Elite
Anime has started to become more mainstream in the media. Everyone
knows what attack on titan or demon slayer is. It’s causing a conversation to
begin about whether or not we will accept anime into the norm. When you
read the word Anime you probably think “oh those are kids cartoons” or
“only weebs watch anime” if that’s true to who you are. YOU ARE SCUM.
Anime is a beautiful art that is 10000000x better than any other form of media. While the normies watch their classic dramas or comedies where some
fancy director points a camera at some overpaid select few actors, anime artists spend hours upon hours drawing and developing every frame of their
masterpiece ensuring that every inch of detail is perfect. In fact the only
reason regular tv exists is to make anime look better (except korean tv they
perf). While it’s understood that it does take a certain level of higher intelligence to fully appreciate anime, if you refuse to even start, you are worse
than scum, you are garbage garbage trash monglers.
According to Dr. Aneemay, anime has tremendous health eﬀects from
consistent viewership for your casual viewers of 1 day a week you see an
increase in sex appeal due to the anime unlocking secret sexy hormones
within you. The normal fan who watches anime 4 days out of the week
sees physical changes with themselves, they can jump 69% higher, run 69%
faster, and have an increase in IQ of, you guessed it, 69%. Finally the Mega
fan who dedicates themselves to watching anime 400 days a year is just
statistically better than anyone else, they know just about everything there
is to know about the universe and once a year they ascend to the promised
land of waifus.
In short, if you are someone who does not like or refuses to watch anime.
Not only are you scum, but every single anime viewer is insurmountably
better than you in every single way.

--RiceeBoii

Liquid Hand Soap
Number of reﬁlls: 4
Notes: the general rule of thumb is that you can reﬁll the bottle until there is no
more soap left. If you’re looking to save money, you can reﬁll the bottle with the
cheapest soap you can ﬁnd. What was once a nice soap purchased by one of your
housemates can now be reﬁlled with the cheapest and most on-sale bottle of Softsoap you can ﬁnd at Shopper’s Drug Mart.
Foaming Hand Soap

How to Cope With Life After the Fall 2021
Deferred Exam Period.
•

Number of reﬁlls: inﬁnity
Caution: saves money but housemates will not have clean hands after using the
•
bathroom. Gross.
Notes: foaming hand soap already looks like water, therefore you can ﬁll it up with •
water as many times as you want. If you really want to go the extra mile, you can •
add some food colouring and tell your housemates that the pump must be broken.
Toothpaste
Number of reﬁlls: 3
Notes: toothpaste is one of the most stubborn species of bathroom products. Before •
explorers discovered toothpaste bottles, wild toothpastes lived in remote caves in
the mountains of Mexico. It took almost a month to get all the last toothpastes out
of the caves. Just when explorers thought they got the last little sucker, they realized •
there were a few more little toothpastes hanging around.
Mouthwash
Number of reﬁlls: 0

•

Notes: that would be just straight up water you fool.

•

Shampoo
Number of reﬁlls: 6

•
Notes: you can reﬁll this bottle until the point that the shampoo stops foaming in
your hair. If you ever put diluted shampoo in your hair and there are no bubbles,
that means there’s just straight-up water in there.
•
Conditioner
Number of reﬁlls: 10

•
Notes: The more I get by on extremely diluted conditioner, the more I realize that I •
use way too much when the bottle is full.

-Bedbath & Beyondcé

Wipe your tears, there’s no need to cry anymore. What’s done has passed and
the future is what’s left. Move forward and dry those eyes. The deferred exam
can’t be extended anymore. It’s over.
Make a toast! Or a slice of toast! Whether you’re looking to celebrate or ﬁnally
feed your starved and overworked body everyone deserves a toast!
Ponder existence. What now? What’s next?
Finally get a start on those new year’s resolutions. The hybrid mash of Exam
szn + Holiday szn + New years + Deferred exam szn + Second semester starting
really made for some hectic times, but hey! Chipper up! Because now you can
ﬁnally start forming those habits, not that you’ve absolutely wrecked yourself
to the core!
Remember what day of the week it is. The deferred exams led many students
to lose all sense of time due to the endless month of exam prep with no end in
sight, so take a moment to check the date and write it down.
Try to forget about the pain you were put through. No need to worry about
how you literally had no exam date until a couple days before and did not get
to enjoy a single break in between semesters. Those times are over now.
Remember how this all happened during midterm season already and lose
hope.
Try to ﬁnd purpose again, search for meaning in the mundane things like water
droplets and pie. Move on from the complex concepts of the university curriculum and focus on the smaller things in life
Take a shower to help cleanse you from the negative energy and stress of the
month long exam period (and the stench from your body due to lack of personal hygiene this past month)
Write a well written email to your proﬀs about the trials and tribulations you
have been through and the hoops you’ve been jumping through to keep you
aﬂoat
Read the “go fuck yourself” response emails
Sit in peace and reﬂect on the everlasting never ending pattern that is the school
system failing you, and ﬁnd peace in the routine.

Flunking College

in person classes
feel something

supposedly returns
february 28 at 8am

